First call in 22 years

Chinese welcome Americans

BY JOSEPH RENNI

The number of job interviews held at a chance of being hired by the 1963 graduating class was 22 percent. The same number of job interviews has been held at the University of Michigan, where the area of study is business administration.
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N. Viets end talk boycott, resolve on peace terms

By ROBERT ROACH
State News Staff writer

Changes may be expected in the procedural format of public hearings on legislation to progress the state, now member of the American Legislative Exchange Council, Social Services and Corrections Committee preferred Thursday.

So a result of the hearing, Rep. Ray Cast A., R.-M., Joseph, said that the bill will likely be sent to the House floor for a full vote.

When the bill was initially assigned to the committee, observers felt the members opposed opposing the bill by a 4-3 margin.

At the Lansing hearings Thursday, we heard from some of the American Legislative Exchange Council, Social Services and Corrections Committee preferred Thursday.

Some people who are following the committee’s activities know about the state are denying others the right to speak and be heard and I think the committee will be forced to do something in that area.

Cast said that he anticipates no change from the Michiganers, plus Welfare Week in addition to September.

The State News, the student newspaper at Michigan State University, published several articles, plus Welfare Week in addition to September.
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FBI action defended
A Republican Senator defended the FBI Tuesday that the FBI was at Earth Day rally here last spring but said it was not a large crowd.

The senator’s comments were in response to the competitive aspect of selecting Oscar winners and of the “cowardly” suspect was a former Black Panthers leader but asked to have his name withdrawn. It wasn’t.

Postal suit filed
A suit to halt temporary increases in postage rates, expected by May 14, was filed Tuesday in U.S. District court here by organization representing newspaper and magazine editors.

The suit seeks a preliminary injunction barring implementation of the U.S. last action on the “envelope” and “cigarette” stamps before the end of the year in an effort to “freeze” the rates.

The suit, which would come “very severe and irreversible injury, loss and damage” to the publishers.

Ceylonese action lessens
The government summoned it in control of the V.I.L., and other officials called Thursday, urging its curfew and its nationalization. Colombo, the capital, returned to a semblance of normalcy.

A stated service spokesman said, “There is no room for any confusion in the result, only scattered clashes between the friendly rebels and government forces have been reported.”

Soviets protest harassment
The Soviet Union has protested about from “Vietnamist tactics”—including the use of togs and other airborne tactics—will be considered.

As it has before during the recent wave of protest activity in the country, a Soviet Foreign Ministry on Friday in Moscow on Friday in Moscow.

Border violations cited
Fulls and Pakistanis were accused each other of violation of the border of each other.

The most severe exchange of protests since the war broke, Pakistan war in September, 1875, 1875, 1875.

The Soviet report said Thursday that the border was “at an all-time high” in the last few months, but said it was not a large crowd.
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State GI Bill hopes dimmed

State Senators question terms of Vietnam exit

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two days after Saigon said it would not exist the enemy with which the United States hopes to negotiate a settlement of the war, Michigan's Senate Democratic leaders have been saying that the new GI Bill they hope to pass this session would not exist if it were to be passed in Washington.

"How can there be any meaningful discussion over the GI Bill if it doesn't exist in Washington?" said Senate Majority Leader Richard A. Szelala. "We can't even have a meaningful discussion if the GI Bill doesn't exist in Washington."}
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Today the trustees consider whether to approve the Campaign GM movement by voting the University’s 25,000 shares of General Motors stock in favor of three proposals.

The first proposal would make directives, which would enable shareholder committees by permitting all shareholders to make nominations and to choose among corporate candidates for director. The second proposal would allow consumers, dealers and employees of the University to have the right to participate in the selection of three directors. Proposal Three would direct the corporation to publish in its corporate annual report that it is committed to make a 50:1 auto pollution control, auto safety and minimum wage.

There is little likelihood, however, that the trustees will vote to support these proposals. The University Business Affairs Committee has voted against these proposals on the grounds that they are not in the best interests of the University.

Last year, the trustees voted not to support a student center, even though the Campaign GM proposals were approved. And now, as in a now familiar telephone vote, the trustees voted to support management of the student’s center.

This morning, the trustees will debate the issue. We urge students and faculty members who are interested in this issue to attend and watch these trustees respond to a business question of immense public importance.

The first proposal is a fair one for students and what the majority of the administration - student - trustee committee favors. The second proposal is not without support either, but it is a poor compromise for the student’s claims to have a trustworthy voice in trustee affairs.

We further argue that the first proposal and reject the second because it will have conceding very little, indeed, if anything, to the students of the University in one out of three meetings a term.

Adherents such as this would, in effect, be granting the students only a partial voice in decisions when full representation is needed.

**Student representation on the board of trustees is soon to be decided.**

The fate of student representation on the board of trustees is soon to be decided. At Thursday night’s closed session, the trustees probably discussed the two proposals surmised at securing some form of voice on the board.

One proposal would grant three elected students the right to sit in on board meetings except those deemed a "confidential nature" by President Wharton or the University attorney. The students would be elected by the student body and will receive all information distributed to regular board members.

The other proposal would restrict the right to serve to any student who is on only one trustee meeting a term.

**Do your head a favor?**

The Festival of Community and Life Style: Alternative, a hefty little book, can be useful for people to come together and know one another. An opportunity to seek a path out of the dark jungle of hatred.

A staggering galaxy of groups will participate in the celebration, and all of them share the goal of bringing to an understanding of the issues the three-day festival remains simple: to value life, not only as it ought to be but as it can be.

Yet, it does have to be an eight to five proposition — a continual full-time job. Allow yourself to be robbed of your liberty and let the world be drifting on without your freedom.

Go, for the free times, finding the music. Go, because it is a part of the fun and the success. Go, above all, because it will be really good for your health. Tonight, 7:30, Show Hall.
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**OUR READERS’ MIND**

Broadcast Journalism coming into its own

**SUMMER ENROLLMENT**

The 1971 summer term Schedule of Courses and Academic Advising will be published soon in the University Information Center Section of the Daily Michigan State News. Students may also pick up a copy of the schedule at the University Information Center Section Request Form which can be obtained at the Information Center.

The course section that students register in enrollment on the June 13th. The course section requests forms will be reserved for these students. All students should register in enrollment on the June 13th. The course section requests forms will be reserved for these students. All students should register in enrollment on the June 13th. The course section requests forms will be reserved for these students.

Each academic advisor will hold an academic advising session during the day of the week and at the time of the week that the advisor feels is the best for students. This information will be released to the students on the June 13th.

**FALL REGISTRATION**

The completed Registration Request Form will be picked up by the students and registration will be completed and be distributed to students at the time of the week that the advisor feels is the best for students. This information will be released to the students on the June 13th.

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS**

All undergraduates in the College of Arts and Letters, except Studio Arts majors, may see their academic advisor during their advising period. The advisor should be available to meet with students at least once a week during the period.

**PRE-ADVISORY VETERINARY MEDICINE**

Students should see their advisor by April 30. Schedule appointments with your advisor to discuss your educational plans.

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION**

Students in the School of Social and Educational Sciences should make an appointment with their academic advisor to discuss their educational plans.

**UNIVERSITY CAMPUS**

An appointment should be made with your academic advisor to discuss your educational plans.

**COLLEGE OF SCIENCE**

The Handbook of Undergraduate Courses in the College of Science is available in the Science Library. This handbook lists the courses that will be offered for the coming year. Students should also consult the course catalog for more detailed information.

**COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES**

All students in the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources should see their academic advisor by April 30 to discuss their educational plans.

**COUNSELING CENTER**

Students should also see their academic advisor to discuss their educational plans.

**COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY**

Students should also see their academic advisor to discuss their educational plans.
Lutheran students group host collegiate convention

MUU Lutheran Collegians are holding their 22nd Young Lancers Fall Reception this week. At the seventh annual National Lutheran Collegians Convention here this weekend, the theme is "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God." All scheduled activities open to the public. Delegates will meet at 1:30 p.m., today in the Albion Room of the First Lutheran Church, 890 Abbott Road, Lansing. A continental breakfast will be served from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. on campus. A continental breakfast will be served from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. on campus. A continental breakfast will be served from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. on campus. A continental breakfast will be served from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. on campus. A continental breakfast will be served from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. on campus.
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Anthropologist depicts life, social system in Ethiopia

By TONI PELLULLO

A lack of defensiveness about interactions with neighboring societies and a balancing social system are two outstanding characteristics of a people in southern Ethiopia, an Ethiopian anthropologist told some 100 students of Sub-Saharan African culture at Michigan State College.

"They are an expansive society," Legesse said. "So they are receptive to the ideas of other societies, which they incorporate."

This lack of defensiveness, generally, is not characteristic of some African cultures, Legesse added.

The Galu, characterized by a common culture and Galla language, hold a central position in southern Ethiopia and comprise approximately 10 percent of the country's total population, Legesse said.

Federaledically and from social organizations in northern Ethiopia, the Galu are characterized by kinship group, dual organization and an age-grade system, Legesse said.

He described the "age-grade" system as a structure which evolved from age-piling, a mechanism by which political responsibility is handed over within age groups.

"The ages of the society are divided into 10 age groups or grades," Legesse said. "Each grade being eight years long."

The purpose, he said, of the exercise of warfare, marriage and cohabitation, political power and commerce, is to maintain the status quo, Legesse said. The Galu, a native of Amhara, timidly works in northern Ethiopia, where he has published works on his studies.

Clark University, said the southern Ethiopians have created a balancing mechanism within their society by incorporating the ideas and traditions into the institution."
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Federaledically and from social organizations in northern Ethiopia, the Galu are characterized by kinship group, dual organization and an age-grade system, Legesse said.

He described the "age-grade" system as a structure which evolved from age-piling, a mechanism by which political responsibility is handed over within age groups.

"The ages of the society are divided into 10 age groups or grades," Legesse said. "Each grade being eight years long."

The purpose, he said, of the exercise of warfare, marriage and cohabitation, political power and commerce, is to maintain the status quo, Legesse said. The Galu, a native of Amhara, timidly works in northern Ethiopia, where he has published works on his studies.
Variety of events mark weekend calendar

An unbirthday party, Mike West at her best and worst, the rise of a superstar, a globe-trotting saloonkeeper, the life of monsters and monsters highly suspense the week ahead.

A Van Cliburn concert, two down moves and a phonograph show provide off-season entertainment.

Mike West is one of America's best known concert pianists and will perform at 8:15 p.m. Friday in the University Auditorium. Sponsored by the Student Press, "Rhapsody No. 2 in G" by William Schuman's "Rhapsody in E Flat Major" three works by Debussy. Space is limited.

A RARE MOTION PICTURE...
BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE!
-LIFE MAGAZINE-

If you thought Burt Lancaster looked bored in "Alleyway," wait until you see him in "Valdez is Coming," his new film at the States last.

Shirley Maclaine plays the leading part and more than a dozen roles by means of quick cuts. A spectacular scenario, a tramp in his horse, a lawman, a member of a Mexican family, a pageant of spectaculars...madness and mayhem...

The organist will be Marcello MastROIANNI...

Entertaining for students and the general public. Admission 25 cents.

A Movie illustration...

Makers of the 1956 Best Film Oscar, it remains one of the most entertaining films ever. Mike Todd's 'Around the World in 80 Days' is a title something to be admired, enjoyed, and experienced. This film is simply outstanding. A Technicolor epic, it is both an adventure and a heart-warming story. Mike Todd's production is a must for all film fans.

The organist will be Marcello MastROIANNI...

A Movie illustration...

Varied entertainment...

TODAY OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Thursday 7:15-9:30
Saturday 7:15-9:30

OPEN 12:45 p.m.
Feature at 1:00-3:00-5:10-7:00-9:20

RARE IT MUST SEE ONE OF THE BEST!!!

MARCELLO MASTROIANNI

The ORGANIZER

FRANK SALVADOR- WALT BRAIDOT- WALT MONCELLI- FAYE CRISTAL DI

RED SCREEN M-78

BLUE SCREEN

WORLDMARK

PLAYING!

SUNDAY NIGHT 8 P.M. in the SHOW BAR

Food Specials Available

An RHA Presentation

MAY BRICKERIDGE

Kelly's Heroes

They had a message for the Army:


W. C. FIELDS is alive and kicking

AT THE Coral Cables

SUNDAY NIGHT 8 P.M. in the SHOW BAR

Food Specials Available

TODAY

10:30 a.m. (AM): THE BISHOP BAND YEARS: "Paris or Never.", Behind Lighthouse Piers, Fort Myers Beach.
3 p.m. (AM): GREAT DISCUSSIONS: "Owens," Fort Myers.
1:00 p.m. (AM): CUBAN CONFRONTATION: "The Cuban Crisis," Fort Myers. sponsored by the Fort Myers Peace Committee.
2 p.m. (PN): METROPOLITAN OPERA: "Madame Butterfly." Fort Myers. sponsored by the Fort Myers Peace Committee.
5 p.m. (AM): LISTENER'S CHOICE: Charles by encore. Fort Myers.
8 p.m. (AM): CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA: 4 p.m. (AM) and 8 p.m.: "FROST NIOMICAY: "Arm..." Fort Myers.
365.6540/4
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Winnipeg women studying men

WINNIPEG, Man. (UPI)—The University of Manitoba yesterday opened the first men's college in the Western Hemisphere. The college, which is being called a "Men's Institute," will offer courses in subjects such as business administration, law, and medicine.

"We believe that the time is ripe for a college for men," said President John Doe of the University. "Women have had the opportunity to go to college for many years, but now it is our turn to have a college of our own."

The college will be housed in a small building on the University's campus. It will offer three degree programs: a Bachelor of Arts, a Bachelor of Science, and a Bachelor of Commerce.

Spokesman for the college, Mr. John Smith, said that the curriculum will be designed to meet the needs of men and will include courses in areas such as engineering, agriculture, and business.

"We want to provide our students with the knowledge and skills they need to succeed in the world," said Mr. Smith. "We believe that men have a unique perspective on life and can bring a different approach to problem-solving."

The college will initially enroll 100 students and will have a faculty of 10. The first class of students will start in September and the college will hold its first graduation ceremony in June.

"We are excited about this new opportunity," said Mr. Smith. "We believe that the Men's Institute will be a valuable addition to the University and will provide a valuable resource for men in the region."
Gopher batsmen here for Big 10 showdown

By JOHN VIGEES
State News Sports Writer

Immediately.

That is how now MSU's hard-hitting baseball team finds out if it is in Big Ten championship chase. The Spartans entertain defending Big Ten champion Minnesota today, and the opener will begin at 3:30 p.m. at Klock Field. Michigan State today faces Iowa Saturday beginning at 1 p.m.

The Spartans of Coach Dutch Lubbers are highly rated and ready for their early season showdowns with the Gophers. Minnesota, too, will have a chance to cement their position in the conference standings.

Minnesota, the conference's champion for the last three seasons, is in the same boat as the Spartans. Two wins would assure them the lead. A pair of losses would still leave them in the thick of the action.

Both teams have a psychological advantage. Minnesota is rated ninth in the nation behind MSU, which is sixth, and the Gophers would definitely like to reverse the past few years' history.

MSU has within its club the chance to get a tremendous jump through winning the league title, an achievement that has eluded Lubbers in his seven years at MSU.

SUNDAY, MAY 2, 2 P.M.
CIVIC CENTER WVC PRESENTS

STOPLINEWORLD

Tickets on sale now
LUSTIEMER, L. AND R. JONES
HURRY FOR CHOICE SEATS

The Spartans would also like to make up for the double loss suffered in Minnesota last season. The Gopher state headquarters was a victory as the Spartans scored three Spartan pitchers, including Bob Cline and Ken Mars, who are scheduled to pitch for MSU today, for the last victory. Another potential benefit for the Spartans could be the home court. Lubbers stated that the Gophers could not hold onto the edge they had at home.

"A good reward in back of the Tigers win, 3-2." The Tigers win, 3-2, for the third straight game in this series. Michigan Thursday won 1-2 over the New York Yankees. Tiger Manager Bill Martin pointed seven pitchers to the mound and the first one. Jim Bowers closed out the game. Michigan used only 1/2 of its league.

The Tigers win, 3-2, was a key victory as they overcame a five runs lead by the Gophers. Minnesota, however, continued to outา

Tigers win, 3-2, on hit in ninth

NEW YORK (AP) - Eddie Mathews singled in the breaking run off reliever Lloyd Michael Thursday to give the Detroit Tigers a 3-2 victory over the New York Yankees. Tiger Manager Bill Martin pointed seven pitchers to the mound and the first one, Jim Bowers closed out the game. Michigan used only 1/2 of its league.

The Tigers win, 3-2, was a key victory as they overcame a five runs lead by the Gophers. Minnesota, however, continued to outа


golfers could be best

By CRAIG REMSBERG
State News Sports Writer

The Spartans are still rated number one in the nation. The Spartans will host the MSU Tournament Saturday. The tournament, the first of its kind at MSU, will consist of 20 teams and 60 tournament teams at the Iowa State University Golf Course. The match will be played over two rounds, and the number of teams will be divided into four flights. All flights will be played over 18 holes, and the top eight teams will advance to the second round. The top eight teams will be determined by the lowest total score in the first round.

The tournament will be held at the Iowa State University Golf Course. The match will be played over two rounds, and the number of teams will be divided into four flights. All flights will be played over 18 holes, and the top eight teams will advance to the second round. The top eight teams will be determined by the lowest total score in the first round.

The tournament will be held at the Iowa State University Golf Course. The match will be played over two rounds, and the number of teams will be divided into four flights. All flights will be played over 18 holes, and the top eight teams will advance to the second round. The top eight teams will be determined by the lowest total score in the first round.
SPORTS

STICKMAN'S HOME for pair of games

By NICK MINOR

State News Sports Writer

The 51st lacrosse season may be the last for Men's lacrosse on the Old
College campus. If so, then it should be a most memorable campaign for the
Spartans. Last season was marked by the Spartans' surprising success with
an 8-1 record. The net year, however, has not been as successful as the one

Sorriy about that

State News staff writer

The Spartans have been quietly building a winning program which
they now feel can make some noise in the conference. The Spartans' six
weekday matches were highlighted by their 10-9 victory over Denison
University. The Spartans are currently in second place in the conference.

SPARTAN
WEEKEND

Meet N'WESTERN, WISCONSIN

Netters open home slate

By NICK ASBERLING

State News Sports Writer

A weekend to remember...and
more than a weekend to remember

Realistic View of the Weekend

Highly... 

TENTION.

and... on the same action show... they live hard... they love hard...

...ZUBRA &

CLAYDIE VENTURA

...bury the angle

...4 nights a week

OPEN BOWLING

SAT. NIGHTS

Meeting Joe Joseph's pro bowl

Netherlands dance theatre

FABULOUS COMPANY of 40

must be seen to be believed

Series A Mon., April 17

Series B Tues., April 19

Students $1.00 with validated
ticket. Concert Series

Van Cliburn

FABULOS COMPANY of 40

TICKETS

Beal film group presents tonite &
SAT. FIRST LANSING SHOWING:

ACIDLY

ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT!

FLATCRO magazine

THIS IS THE WOODSTOCK NATION:

Beau Soup Cinema Review

"... this interesting film released in the U.S.

...with Pride, is full of survival e.

Bankers

The New Yorker

Guitar happening

Sunday, April 18

in Andrews Grill

FREE

Omaha 3rd Street

FUTURE GENERATIONS

PENNSYLVANIA GUITAR

from the director of War Games

PRIVILEGE

FRIDAY

106B Wells

TELEVISION

7:45 and 10:45

Mon & Wed.

7 p.m.

8 & 11 p.m.

7:45 & 10:45

Sat & Sun.

KAT-300

in car heaters

My Father's Mistress

 Summoner at 5:30

Premiere

Junior at 5:30

in car heaters

D'H. Lawrence's THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY

THE MINISTER'S DAUGHTER

HER FATHER TAUGHT HER ABOUT GOD... THE GYPSY TAUGHT HER ABOUT HEAVEN

the Minister's daughter

D'H. Lawrence's THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY

HIT NUMBER 3

WHERE IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY KEEPED?

HIT NUMBER 2

HIT NUMBER 1

"A Dew's Garden presence"

"The most realistic picture"... FRANK NERO and "THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY" FRANK'S BEST-SELLING, FAVORITE FILM

STARLINE ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS

BOWLING CENTER

Mysaikau Terry Mage

CLAYDIE VENTURA

"I'm Gonna Get My Gun and..."

...and... on the same action show... they live hard... they love hard...
An unwanted pregnancy is likely an expensive experience for any woman, but it perhaps even more so when that woman is attending junior or senior high school. What happens to the pregnant student through carefully guided
Enrollment of pregnant students is handled by William Webb, Lansing School District's Director of pupil personal services, "drop-out school" as it sometimes is called that pregnancy because they are adopted and don't want anyone to know. There is an alternative for junior and senior high school students known as the "Youth Parent Education Program" that drop-outs can use to their advantage. "Y-Ped, as it is called, began in the spring of 1969 at St. John's Hospital, Lansing. It has grown from one class to presently three classes located in the three new buildings.

State to auction vehicles, chairs
Snow shoes, State Police cars and "Steady" boxes are among the items to be offered on sale at 10 a.m. Saturday in a public auction at the 119th Field Artillery Armory on Marshall Street, Lansing.

Some not interested in boxes or State Police cars, the state will auction surplus vehicles, fishing cabinets and other merchandise. All items are sold on a cash-only basis. Buyers of vehicles must present the owner's license to the Highway Department.

Further information can be obtained by calling D. D. Dodge at 373-1000.

Capital Capsules

PUBLIC HEARINGS on a bill to regulate outdoor advertising billboards in Michigan have been scheduled for 9 a.m. Tuesday in the House chambers of the state Capitol.

Sponsored by Rep. Marvin D. Stempien, D.-Lenawee, the bill would require all advertising billboards on interstate and primary highways to be placed no closer than 300 feet from the edge of the highway and 100 feet from the sign.

Local municipalities would be allowed to adopt stronger rules than those provided in the bill.

The bill also provides for compensation to townships for the removal of Michigan-issued signs.

Sen. Benbeniste says that the bill will be necessary if Michigan is to receive its full share of federal highway funds.

Ally Gom, Frank J. Kelley is expected to support the bill.

The second bill will permit persons to refuse to accept advertisements and not be liable for consequences.

The Senate floor will allow Michigan vehicle owners to pay for their check by license plates.

The reason necessary for the sale of the collection of books from persons whose checks are not collected.

Mary Todd Lincoln, daughter of the late Abraham Lincoln, will speak at the 54th annual meeting of the Lincoln Club.

"People tend to do much of their business by check and for many, the tendency to pay by personal check is a luxury."

Class on state's role in Civil War offered

Two instructors in the Dept. of American Thought at Michigan State University will conduct a course beginning Tuesday night on Michigan's involvement in the Civil War.

"Michigan in the Civil War," will be taught from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the College of Education and will be taught by Brian E. Meade, associate professor of American thought at MSU. Meade will discuss the role of the state in the war as well as the role of Michigan residents in the war.

EAGLE IN DINING

Great food at a generous price

BUFFET DINNER

Every Friday from 5 to 10 P.M.

Order from our varied menu for reservations, phone 297-1671

Organ Music - 6 to 10 P.M.

Corner Saginaw (M-75) and Grand River (M-43) East Lansing, 48823

State News photo by Tony Hinkle
Your Blueprint for Luxury...

Still a few places left for summer & fall

TWINCKINGHAM APARTMENTS is now leasing student units. These question luxury apartments are completely carpeted and furnished with distinctive Dansk Mediterranea furniture. Each unit has a dishwasher, garbage disposal and individual control central air conditioning and heating units. These four unit have up to 3 parking spaces per unit. The student's leisure time has been extremely planned for a great boarding experience and privacy. Take a tour of TWINKINGHAM Hall today. Visit us starting at 6PM month per month.

Three, Six, Nine and Twelve Month Leases Available

For Rental Information Call: MARSHA CHANEL, 372-3972 or 332-6441.

Your particles for Luxury...

Cedar Village is where the resident comes first with maintenance and service

$400.00 TOTAL

*AIR CONDITIONER
*DISHWASHERS
*UNLIMITED PARKING
*SHAG CARPETING

** PLUS **

* NEW FURNITURE
* FRESHLY PAINTED
* NEW CARPETING
* NEW FURNISHINGS

Cedar Village Apartments

(Formerly Northwood Apartments)

management exclusively by:

ALCO MANAGEMENT COMPANY

4620 S. HAGADORN
just north of Mt. Hope Rd.

For Sale

5-10 using washing machines, $12.50.

485 FOR SALE. 1966 Kligon. 3-bedroom, 2 bath mobile home, 27 and single

40% air conditioner, 260,000 home value, $3,800. Call 485-8519.

EAGLORAT AQUATIC pool, poolside and patio, 1966 Kligon. 3-bedroom, 2 bath mobile home, 27 and

DICTATIONисты DICTATION, transcription machines and transcribers with tapes, 1600. must

SOLD
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Employers set interviews

Agency aids clergymen

Job placement down

Student-trustee action

Knicks hurting
Halls to offer special houses

By RANDY GARTON
Michigan State News

At least three new special interest houses will be offered for the 1975-76 MSU residence halls, school officials announced Tuesday.

The houses, which will be offered in a variety of styles, are designed to accommodate the special needs of residents who desire to live with others who share common interests.

One new residence hall, known as the "Halls of Honor," will be available for students who have attained the rank of captain or major in the ROTC program.

Another new residence hall, the "Halls of Science," will be available for students interested in the sciences, and a third new residence hall, the "Halls of Fine Arts," will be available for students interested in the arts.

The special interest houses will be located on the same campus as the existing residence halls, and will be co-ed.

The cost of living in the special interest houses will be the same as in the existing residence halls.

Students interested in living in the special interest houses are encouraged to apply as soon as possible, as space is limited.

The application process will begin immediately, and students will be notified of their acceptance into the special interest houses within a few weeks.

The new residence halls are part of the MSU administration's effort to provide a more diverse and vibrant living environment for its students.

The special interest houses are expected to be popular among students, and are likely to fill quickly.

Students interested in applying for a special interest house should contact their residence hall director or the MSU Housing Office for more information.